
Get started with ludenso create in 1-2-3

The camera can be rotated by clicking and dragging, and 
panned by holding shift                   and dragging. On iPad, 
panning is done by dragging with two fingers. Press the home 
button        to return the camera to its starting position.

TIP:

In this introduction task, we will be creating an environmentally friendly raft. Before 
we start creating, it is important to save the model.
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Press the save button to save 
the model.

Name your raft and 
press “Save”.

This is an introduction to the most 
important tools in Ludenso Create. By 
following these steps, you will soon be 
able to create, experience and show 
your ideas!
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Create a username with at least 6 letters 
and 2 numbers, and press “Sign up” to 
create a user. After creating a user, you will 
automatically be logged in.

Press the flag in the upper right corner to 
change to your desired language.



Let us start by creating the foundation of 
our raft, which can look like this:
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As a foundation for the fleet, we can start by creating a cube and pressing it flat with 
the scale tool. The sides can be created with modified cylinders and cubes. Use the 
duplication tool        to create a copy of a part.

In the menu to the left, you will find the creation tools. Press 
the button for primitives        . In this menu, you can choose from 
different volumes to build with. Press the cube and place it on 
the creation plane. By pressing the placed cube again, you will 
select it. You can now move, rotate and scale the cube with the 
modification tools that appear.

Placement tool Rotation tool Scale tool



5 Use the precision tool        to do precise 
changes to position, rotation and size. 
Make sure that the right modification tool 
is selected, for eample the position tool to 
decide a precise position.

Now we are ready to add materials to our model! Press the color picker      in the 
menu to the right. We can choose between colors      and materials     , and 
whether we want to color the whole shape      or only one surface     . Choose a 
material or a color, and press the shape/surface you want to color.
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Your model should now look something 
like this:

When you are done with the 
foundation, it can be smart to group 
the shapes. This can be done by 
marking the desired shapes, and 
pressing the group button        . When 
clicking a grouped object, the whole 
group will be selected. Press the 
group button again to ungroup. 



If you have access to an iPhone or an iPad you can see your model in AR through the 
app “Ludenso Create”. When logging in, click “Ludenso user” and write the user 
name you signed up with. Open the file by clicking the menu button        , go to 
“Models”  and click “Open model”.
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SuperJon1996
LudensoFergen

When you have opened the 
model, you can see it in AR by 
clicking the AR button in the 
upper right corner.

Se i AR

Now its time to make your raft stand out! Mabye it should get a large sail? Mabye it 
should get a motor driven by energy from waves? The best way to become good at 
modeling is by playing around in the program!
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Use the helping tools in the right menu to make the work more effektive!



When you are happy with your model, you can take a picture to show off your 
creation. If you have the model open on an iPhone or iPad, you can take a screenshot 
while having the model open in AR. 
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If you are on a computer, you can take a picture by clicking the picture button        in 
the upper right corner. Doing this will download a picture of the model with a 
transparent background, allowing you to place the model on the background you 
want. The picture below is of the model with the ocean as the background. 



Got any questions? Send us a mail on support@ludenso.no

10 There are two ways to participate in the competition:

Publish your creation on social media, and tag @ByLudenso

Example of instagram post: Example of upload:

Description:

This is an emissionless raft which gets its 
energy from solar panels.



It solves the problem of huge emissions in 
naval transport.

Upload a picture of your model to 

https://share.hsforms.com/1GBH28DKVTsy5cO2AWVs4cQ45v4b

And write a short text about what it is and which problem it solves.

or

Good luck!

Super Jon
Future ocean scientist

Voir les 10 commentaires

Super Jon Check out the model i made in Ludenso Create! 
@ByLudenso 

9:41 AM

https://share.hsforms.com/1GBH28DKVTsy5cO2AWVs4cQ45v4b
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